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The program was launched with an “everyone is a winner” sweepstakes offering 
each hotel guest an opportunity to win, everything from a cruise to a free drink.
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Hilton HHonors – The Launch
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Hilton HHonors – The Launch

Each Guest completed a guest profile, providing data on # of business trips, # of 
hotel nights, along with participation in airline and hotel loyalty programs.



§ 500,000 Hilton guests completed a 
“Million Dollar a Day” Sweeps profile

§ The cost of the promotion was $500k, 
including reward costs.

§ 250,000 hotel guests with desired hotel 
stay frequency were invited to join Hilton 
HHonors as charter members

§ Marriott responded with magazine ads 
positioning Hilton, a late entrant, as #2

§ The program has evolved over the 30 
years, with an slowly evolving strategy

§ "Double Dipping" was institutionalized

§ Rewards were fully funded as earned

§ Success was measured in incremental 
stay revenue using on-going research
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Hilton HHonors – Looking Back



Onboarding New Members
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Enrolling New Members …
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Emirates Onboarding – Week 1

In the first email, Emirates explains the 
differences between two types of miles 
and highlight the ways to earn each

Emirates Airline does an excellent job onboard members into a complex 
program over the course of three weekly emails
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While free flights and upgrades are the lead 
benefits, they highlight many ways to 
redeem miles

To overcome complexity, Emirates continues their onboarding with a 
second message showcasing the various ways to use your miles

Emirates Onboarding – Week 2
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This message is important, but less 
important for new members than earning 
and redeeming

In a third email, they explain the benefits and requirements of having status

Emirates Onboarding – Week 3


